
           Penalty runs summary table 2018 

 

Law Infringement Penalty runs – runs allowed – batter ends Ball counts? 

Penalty runs to batting side – signal ‘patting for batting’ 

24.4 Fielder returning without permission 5 penalty runs, all runs completed plus the current run if crossed at instance of infringement. Does NOT count as one in 
over, counts as ball faced 

26.4 Practice on the field 5 penalty runs , inform the scorers. NA 

28.2 Illegally fielding the ball 5 penalty runs, all runs completed plus the current run if crossed at instance of infringement, 
wide/NB stands if appropriate. 

Does NOT count as one in 
over, counts as ball faced 

28.3 Ball striking helmet placed on 
ground 

5 penalty runs, all runs completed plus the current run if crossed at instant ball strikes helmet, 
wide/NB stands if appropriate. 

Ball counts in over 

41.3 Changing condition of ball 5 penalty runs. NA 

41.4 Deliberate attempt distract striker 5 penalty runs. Does NOT count as one in 
over, counts as ball faced 

41.5 Deliberate distraction, deception or 
obstruction of batter (mock fielding) 

5 penalty runs, all runs completed plus the current regardless of crossed, wide/NB as appropriate,  
batters choose end to return to. 

Does NOT count as one in 
over, counts as ball faced 

41.9 Time wasting – fielder 5 penalty runs if between between overs, suspension of bowler if during over. NA 

41.12 Fielder damaging pitch 5 penalty runs. NA 

41.19 Unfair actions (not covered in laws) 5 penalty runs. Umpires call 

Penalty runs to bowling side – signal ‘holding for bowling’ 

18.5 Deliberate short runs 5 penalty runs, disallow all runs, batters return to original ends, does include wide/NB other 
penalties, inform the scorers of number of runs to record. 

Ball counts 

26.4 Practice on the field 5 penalty runs, inform the scorers. NA 

41.3 Changing condition of ball 5 penalty runs. NA 

41.10 Time wasting – batter 5 penalty runs. NA 

41.14 Batsman damaging pitch 5 penalty runs, disallow all runs, batters return to original ends, does include wide/NB other 
penalties. 

Ball counts 

41.15 Striker in protected area 5 penalty runs, disallow all runs, batters return to original ends, does include wide/NB other 
penalties. 

Ball counts 

41.17  batters stealing a run 5 penalty runs, disallow all runs, batters return to original ends. NA 

41.19 Unfair actions (not covered in laws) 5 penalty runs. Umpires call 

Other penalties 

41.6 Dangerous short pitched balls Suspend bowler NA 

41.7 Dangerous non-pitching balls Suspend bowler NA 

41.8 Deliberate front foot no ball Suspend bowler NA 

 


